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Th. research brief provides an outline of the components of alternative assessment as well as methods to
collect that information and material. There are also ideas for developing and using alternative assessment within
the classroom. Finally, this brief describes the use of alternative assessment as a means for communicating with
parents. It is hoped that the page provided at the end of the brief. specifically for parents. will serve as a basis for
future discussions between parents and teachers.
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Assessment in Early Childhood Education:
Status of the Issue

Purposes of Assessment

In the past, testing has tended to focus more on
whether or not students got the answer correct and less
on how students actually arrived at their answer. In more
recent years, however. educators and educational policy
makers have begun to question the role of testing in stu-
dents' achievement. particularly the testing ofyoung chil-
dren. Too often. scores from standardized tests have been
used inappropriately to delay school entry. retain large
numbers of children_ and place children in unsuitable
educational programs (Shepard. 1994). While standard-
ized tests may be problematic at all ages. they are espe-
cially questionable in primary grades when children's
development can be most sporadic and uneven (Perrone.
1992). For example, many young children have diffi-
culty in attending. relating. and conforming to the ex-
pectations of formal testing. There is also some indica-
tion that standardized tests may not accurately measure
the capabilities ofchildren who have some difficulty cop-
ing in the mainstream, such as children from disadvan-
taged families. children with special needs. and children
with limited English proficiency. This is not to say that
traditional standardized testing should be completely
replaced with another system: however. standardized tests
may not always be the best way to assess how well a
student can think. analyze. or solve problems.

As a result of these concerns. greater attention is be-
ing paid to classroom assessment and classroom uses of
alternative assessment. Alternative assessment includes
any type of assessment in which the student is able to
create a response to a question rather than simply choose
from a given list (e.g., multiple-choice. truefalse. or
matching). Alternative assessments can include essays.
oral presentations, short answer questions. and portfo-
lios. Alternative assessments will generally fall into two
categories: authentic assessment and performance
assessment (Laboratory Network Program. 1995).

Types of Assessment:

lir Authentic Assessment: Authentic assessment re-
fers to assessment tasks that elicit demonstra-
tions of knowledge and skills in ways that re-
semble "real-life" tasks as closely as possible.

For example. a ()tine child may be asked to
demonstrate how he or she would solve a math
problem: however. the math problem reflects
something that the child might encounter in real
life. such as grocery shopping or buying a toy.
Within Native American cultures. authentic as-
sessment might involve using objects that are
consistent with the cultural ways of the com-
munity. such as measuring ingredients to pre-
pare fry bread.

Performance Assessment: Performance assess-
ment r rers to the observation of an actual stu-
dent performance or example of student perfor-
mance. A student's performance is judged on
the basis of a pre-established criteria. Examples
of a student's work may include an oral presen-
tation. conducting an experiment. teaching a skill
or concept to other members of the class. or act-
ing out a story in sequence.

A w ide variety of assessment techniques may fall
into these broad categories of performance and au-
thentic assessment. Several of these techniques are
described below.
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Portfolio Assessment - A portfolio is a collec-
tion of the student's work which illustrates the
student's effort. progress. and degree of profi-
ciency (Laboratory Network Program. 1995).
Portfolios are usually files or folders that con-
tain samples of the student's work that repre-
sent specific accomplishments. Because port-
folios arc assembled over time (e.g.. a school
year). they provide a broad picture of the
student's performance. and can even be passed
on from year to year (tc assess students' long-
term progress). The mmerial contained in a port-
folio is organized in terms of category (e.g.. cog-
nitive. social. and physical) and in time se-
quence. A portfolio might contain such items
as a sample of the students' written work. group
assignments and ideas. and creative expressions.
Portfolios can be used to help students
assess their progress. assist teachers in



making instructional decisions. and provide par-
ents with an opportunity to s iew students' work
(Hamm & Adams. 1991). It is also an effective
tool for children with limited Ertel; sh proficiency
or special needs because teachers may select a
modality of assessment based on the individual
child's needs and abilities.

Journals - A journal is a daily log kept by the
student which reflects the student's ongoing ac-
tivities and observations. Students may be asked
to write about their goals for a particular class.
the strategies they used to address specific prob-
lems. and what they are doing in the class. Main-
taining a journal can be one way for the student
to communicate to the teacher what he or she
does and does not understand. This can pros ide
teachers with an opportunity to assess the de-
gree to which the student has been able to com-
prehend the material and evaluate the student's
current interest and attitude toward the material.
Journals may also be a way of assessing the
young child's development of fine motor skills
and their knowledge of spelling and grammar
(Bagley & Gallenberger. 1992).

Sample Content of a Student Journal:

Personal feelings or reactions regarding
themselves or the acti% ity (posithe or
negative reaction). For example. "Today
in class my favorite activity was . or
"What did I like or dislike about today's
activity?

Understanding of concepts (e.g.. "I'm still
confused about or "What is one thing
you learned today that !.ou didn't know or
understand before`.' ").

Skills or strategies learned during class
(e.g.."These are the strategies I learned
today . or "What was the special topic
learned today?").

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Many young children have difficulty in

attending, relating, and conforming to the
expectations of formal testing. 6
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Projects: Projects are comprehensive demon-
strations of skills or knowledge ( Rudner & Bos-
ton. 1991). As part of a project. students may
be required to conduct a demonstration. give a
live performance, or turn in a written project.
Projects can take the form of competitions or
collaborative learning between individual stu-
dents or groups or students_ Asking young stu-
dents to build a tower with blocks and demon-
strate their knowledge of "short" and "tall" is
an example of this type of assessment.

These techniques represent just a few of the was
in which teachers can assess student performance. The
feature shared by each of these methods is that they
require students to be active participants.

Summary
Research tells us that children learn best when

they are actively in% olved in the learning process. Al-
ternative assessment not only offers the opportunity
to assess what students know but it also can more fully
engage students in their own learning. When prop-
erly implemented. alternative assessment provides
teachers with an opportunity to link their curriculum
and teaching efforts to the actual skills children need
to master. Alternative assessment has the potential to
be a useful classroom tool and can stimulate student
participation. form a communication bridge with par-
ents. and measure specific types of student learning
(Arter & Spandel. 1992).

Getting Started*

One of the hardest steps is getting started. A
teacher who wishes to implement alternative assess-
ment in his or her classroom may feel more comfort-
able starting very small. perhaps beginning with only
one unit or class. Here arc some basic ideas for get-
ting started:

Start small. In the beginning. follow some-
one else's example or conduct one activity in
combination with a traditional test. Teachers
who have already begun to use alternative as-
sessment in their classrooms arc good sources
for ideas_

Develop a clear rating scale N ith several cat-
egories. Since de eloping a rating system for
judging student performances is difficult. it
will be important for standards and expecta-
tions to be clear. In the beginning. it may be
helpful to use characteristics of current stu-
dent performance to generate performance
standards for the class.

Plan for assessment. As you plan your in-
struction_ think about how you want to assess
what the students have learned.

Have a partner. It is easier to try something
new if you have a colleague with whom you
can share ideas and experiences.

Make a collection. Begin collecting and keep

O o
ing a file of examples of alternative assess-
ments or activ itics that can be adapted for your
own students.

Source: Halving Your Child Succeed in School by Dorothy
Rich, illustrated by Petty MacDonald, U.S. Department
of Education, OM,* of Educational Research and Im-
provement.4

Finally, don't give up. Remember. this is new
to both you and your students and it will take
some time before you are comfortable with
the method. Expect to make mistakes but also
learn from these mistakes. Ask yourselfques-
tions such as. "What worked?". "What should
1 have done differently'' ". and "Did my stu-
dents learn from this activity?"

*General Guidelines for Constructing Alterna-
tive Assessments (adapted from Rudner & Bos-
ton. 1994).
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Source: Helping Your Child Get Ready for School. by Nancy
Pautu. illustrated by Annie Lurtsford. U.S.. Department of Edu-
cation. Office of Educational Research and Improvement_

Talking with Parents

Althouth there is a great deal of enthusiasm among
educators for the use of portfolios and other forms of
assessment. implementation may he difficult for a
number of reasons. One of the difficulties may have
to do a ith the failure to full explain these new as-
sessment techniques to parents and involve them in
the initial decision to use them in the classroom. Most
parents like recei% ing more detailed information about
how their child is progressing: how incr. they w ill ha% e
ter definite questions about ghat the information
means and how it will be used. Here are some ideLs
fora orking w ith parents and talking about the differ-
ent t pes of assessment:

Spend some time explaining to parents w he new
assessments might include portfolios. journals. and
other performance events.
Show them how an increased emphasis on prob-
lem -soli ing. group cooperation. and critical think-
ing can heir their children be better prepared for
the "real w orld.-
Pros ide parents w ith an opportunit to participate
in various alternative assessment events. and en-
courage parents to develop acti% ities at home.
Invite parents to performances or demonstrations.
Send home samples from portfolios. The more
parents can see actual examples of student work.
the more comfortable they will feel with the new
system.
Suggest games that parents and children can play
that involve problem-solving skills (e.g.. domi-
noes. checkers. or puzzles).

Ask parents to allow their children to help with
chores such as cooking or laundry. Children can
be asked to measure intwedients or sort laundry
into different cateeories (adapted from EdNews.
1992)
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WHAT DO PARENTS WANT TO KNOW ABOUT
ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT?

change from the traditional sad of assessing
children and reporting progress to this new ss a of
assessing children?

Many schools have begun changing what they teach
in the classroom so that it is more in line with what stu-
dents will need to succeed in the "real" world. For ex-
ample, to succeed outside of school, students need to
begin to develop skills that will allow them to think criti-
cally. learn to solve problems effectively, work with oth-
ers. and communicate effectively with others. As edu-
cators begin to include some of these skills in their cur-
riculum. they have realized that these are skills that can-
not always be assessed using traditional classroom tests
( i.e.. multiple-choice or true-false questions). For ex-
ample. if a teacher wanted to assess a student's skillful-
ness in using money. then he or she might create an ac-
tivity where the student was able to demonstrate the use
of money by buying or selling items in a store. While
traditional assessment has tended to focus on whether a
student got the answer right or wrong. alternative as-
sessment focuses on the student's reasoning. understand-
ing. and the type of strategies used to solve a problem.
Alternative assessment is designed to stimulate students'
thinking and learning to apply knowledge in real world
situations. Skills, such as spelling. grammar, and com-
putation are not abandoned, but they become part of the
larger context of learning.

15 hat are the benefits Ihr students?

One of the benefits of using alternative assessment
is that the assessments themselves are real. Assessments
are designed to replicate and simulate the tasks and chal-
lenges of the real world. As such, alternative assess-
ments can provide real evidence of higher-order thought
processes, whereas multiple-choice tests often seem to
be more a reflection of how well the student was able to
memorize certain facts. In addition, alternative assess-
ment can show concrete examples of how well a stu-
dent is learning.

Just as important as what alternative assessments
tell teachers about students is what they can do for stu-
dents. Participation in alternative assessment tasks is
more likely to motivate students because it requires stu-
dents to structure and apply information, and helps en-
gage them in the learning process. Moreover, alterna-
tive assessment encourages students to reflect on their
own learning and begin to take responsibility for this
learning. 1

Reproduce and send

( 'an parents benefit from alternatis e assessment?

Alternative assessment provides parents with the oppor-
tunity to directly view student's work, not simply glance
over test scores. In addition, parent-teacher conferences
can focus on the child's growth and progress (i.e., what
the student has accomplished and how he/she has pro-
gressed) rather than how he or she is functioning in com-
parison to other students.

N% hat can parents expect to see with this new form of
assessment?
One of the new things that parents may see are portfo-
lios. A portfolio is a collection of the student's work
written reports, art work, poems. stories that is gath-
ered over a period of time.

%% hat is in it?
Often, portfolios contain a "showcase" section of
the student's best work with selections made by
student, teacher, and/or parent.

%% hat is it for?
A portfolio will grow and change with the student
and will reflect the learning process that is taking
place within the student. A portfolio can provide
the teacher and parent with an opportunity to view
directly the student's work and a vehicle to dis-
cuss the progress the student is making.

Are there sacs in sshich ou. the parent. can be-
come more invoked in these actis ities?

Attend performances or exhibitions. Help with
fairs and showcases.
Ask to see and contribute to portfolios.
Attend workshops for parents offered by the
school.
Develop activities at home (e.g.. make a game of
figuring out simple problems, play games that in-
volve problem-solving such as checkers or
puzzles, think of household items that you and your
child could use to conduct you own math and sci-
ence activities).
Attend conferences when they are requested by
your child's teacher.

home to parents.
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